Weed Man: The Remarkable Journey of Jimmy Divine
John McCaslin
"Weed Man" - The awesome trip of Jimmy Divine - is John McCaslin's account of the incredible
exploits of a Jimmy Moree - a law-abiding citizen grew to become million-dollar drug trafficker,
who, amidst occasionally unbelievable, hilarious and escalating circumstances, risked existence
and limb to either make - and provides away - a fortune.Shiploads of Colombian weed Sack a
great deal of money Island huts made up of marijuana bales Trafficking medicines whereas
directing the local crime watch Crooked law enforcement officials and politicians and CIA
operatives"Weed Man" information exploits of 1 of the largest drug traffickers to infiltrate the
United States.D.C. political columnist John McCaslin's account of a law-abiding citizen grew to
become swashbuckling Caribbean Robin Hood is an unbelievable, wonderful - and actual - tale
of crime, excessive jinx at the excessive seas.It was once on a secluded cay within the
Bahamas one differently usual morning that Jimmy Moree went for his traditional jog at the
beach--one that modified his existence forever. After all, what number of people bump into
numerous million cash whereas exercising? Soon, thousands extra may fall into his lap. And
with each million, Jimmy spins an awesome yarn, every one extra brilliant than the last--like
whilst he attempted to poison a median neighbor with a perilous barracuda; how ungodly
deception prompted him to thieve the holy clothing and id of his Catholic college priest and
principal; why a number of thousand kilos of fairly effective marijuana got here to be saved
within the move slowly area of a church in the course of its Easter services; his severe
generosity proven to the bad farmers and fishermen who helped deal with his unwell mother;
and his not going view as of 1 of the world's greatest drug smugglers from his pew on the royal
marriage ceremony of Prince Charles and woman Diana.Endorsements"I'm overjoyed to
determine that John McCaslin has climbed out of his political trench in Washington lengthy
sufficient to set sail in this mind-blowing trip in the course of the precarious Caribbean reefs, and
beyond. Somehow, in common McCaslin fashion, he manages to convey his readers again to
the nation's capital in a bankruptcy that might Weed Man: The Remarkable Journey of Jimmy
Divine definitely have legitimate tongues wagging in Washington." -- Katie Couric, anchor and
handling editor of the CBS night information and previous co-host of NBC's Today"This tale is
so compelling . . . John McCaslin has placed all of it jointly in a fashion that easily made me are
looking to simply keep it up reading. Wow." --Wolf Blitzer, anchor and host of the CNN newscast
""The scenario Room"""For years everyone in Washington has grew to become to John Weed
Man: The Remarkable Journey of Jimmy Divine McCaslin's ""Inside The Beltway ""column
Weed Man: The Remarkable Journey of Jimmy Divine for the interior thin on what's going in our
nation's capital. Now, in """Weed Man: The impressive trip of Jimmy Divine""," McCaslin brings
his extraordinary reportorial expertise to undergo in a desirable disclose of the drug trade." --G.
Gordon Liddy, " "Watergate determine and nationally-syndicated radio host"McCaslin used to
be a 20-something White condo correspondent protecting my dad, Ronald Reagan, while I first
learn his specific musings. might be i am not surprised, given the solid of characters and
shenanigans he calls consciousness to each day in his contained in the Beltway column, that he
is now in some way made his strategy to tropical island and exposed the colourful if no longer
hilarious escapades of drug trafficker Jimmy Divine." --Michael Reagan," "presidential son and
nationally syndicated radio host"This reads Weed Man: The Remarkable Journey of Jimmy

Divine like a bestseller. it is approximately time we listen from a real pot smuggler of Jimmy
Divine's quality who opens our eyes to the excessive instances and excessive jinks at the
excessive seas." --Tommy Chong, comic and actor of Cheech & Chong fame" ""Proof optimistic
that the extras in James Bond video clips are way Weed Man: The Remarkable Journey of
Jimmy Divine more fascinating than the films, the tale of Harbour Island's Jimmy Divine is so
colourful it truly is tough to think ... or positioned down. instructed in a breezy, witty style,
McCaslin's booklet captures moments in fairly fresh Caribbean historical past whilst it was once
back attainable to make a fortune via the facility to guide a ship stealthily via risky seas." --Mark
Bowden, writer of "Black Hawk Down," visitors of the Ayatollah and Killing Pablo"Facts are
easy. someone can locate evidence for a story. What McCaslin regularly unearths is heart."
--Brad Meltzer, " "author of latest York instances best-selling mystery/suspense novels "The
10th Justice," " useless Even," " the 1st Counsel," " The Millionaires," " The 0 Game," " The
publication of Fate," " The publication of Lies"
What I beloved and disliked approximately this publication are essentially a similar thing, the
most personality Jimmy. the tale is ready how he unintentionally came upon a few bales of
marijuana, offered it and a brand new occupation as drug broker used to be born. the main
points of the way the Weed Man: The Remarkable Journey of Jimmy Divine drug exchange
operated within the Bahamas less than Jimmy's gang have been interesting. What i did not like
was once that interpreting this ebook was once that it felt to me like sitting down with a superb
personality of a man and hearing him let you know fun tales which are decorated to maintain
your curiosity up. he's additionally simply the main natural drug broker ever! does not drink,
smoke (tobacco or weed), is an honest Christian, steals from the wealthy and offers to the bad
(where have we heard this before), and naturally he may by no means deal medicines
resembling cocaine or heroin. i might tire of hearing this blowhard man after one or vignettes
and that is how I reacted to the book. I beloved him yet i did not purchase the entire story.
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